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You are about to experience the Ultimate Star Wars Character Guide. Whether you are a die-hard

Star Wars fan, or new to the saga, this will take you through the in's-and-out's of each character in

the galaxy. You will learn about the dark and light sides, and experience Star Wars like never

before!This guide includes ALL the Star Wars Characters, Creatures, and Villains from:- A New

Hope- The Empire Strikes Back- The Phantom Menace- Attack of the Clones- Revenge of the Sith-

Return of the JediIf you download today, you'll get a link to receive incredible ebooks TOTALLY

FREE!**To Read Immediately, Scroll Up To The Top-Right & Click The Orange "Buy now with

1-Click" Button.
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I'll start this review by saying that I am not a Star Wars fan. I am a Star Trek fan, though I have

friends who are Star Wars fans. I wanted to read this guide so I know what my friends are talking



about when they talk about the different characters in the Star Wars universe. I choose this guide

because it looked like it would be easy to read (and short) and I hoped it would give me enough of

the basics about Star Wars characters to hold my own in a conversation with my friends.This book

is separated into 6 sections: A New Hope; The Empire Strikes Back; The Phantom Menace; Attack

of the Clones; Revenge of the Sith; and Return of the Jedi. In each section are a number of main

characters and basic information about each character. I LOVED the fact that this book read like a

page out of a Wikipedia entry, in that, you don't have to be well versed in Star Wars to understand

what the author is talking about and the character descriptions. The descriptions are very, very

basic. I knew more about some of the characters just from conversations with my friends, in

particularly Princess Leia; Yoda; and Han Solo; then there was information in this book. A true Star

Wars fan would be bored with the overly basic information presented in this book. For someone like

me who was looking for a Cliff Notes of Star Wars characters as it were, I did not mind the simplistic

nature of this book.One of the most disappointing things about this book was the lack of pictures. I

understand that Star Wars characters are licensed, and this is an unlicensed book, but there was

zero attempt to incorporate ANY pictures in this book at all. There were no character drawings, no

pictures, and so some of the characters it was hard to picture what they would look like based on

the overly simplistic descriptions and I ended up using Wikipedia anyways for most of the

characters. It seems like some images, character drawings, fan art, heck even a light saber

photograph would have seriously added to the content of this book.The biggest problem with this

book is the editing, or lack thereof. There are too many glaringly obvious mistakes that makes this

read more like the first draft of a college paper than an actual book. There is a lot of double talk that

is unnecessary in this book, a lot of poor sentence structure, and a lot of mistakes that jump out at

you. Some sentences just read weird like the sentences below:The word so stands out - "They

acted and became part of so many events that ultimately led to the restoration of the

Republic"Improper form of the word horrible - "Often leaving his patients horrible disfigured"The use

of shut instead of shot - "During the Battle of Yavin, he was shut down by Darth Vader while piloting

his aircraft"Using of instead of off - "Obi-Wan Kenobi slahed of the arm of Ponda Baba in defense of

Luke Skywalker"Unclear if Star Wars Age or Star Wars Saga - "One of the most peculiar and

interesting characters in the Star Wars Sage"Using of instead of off - "He started of as an

intergalactic thief"Sentences that do not make sense - "While serving as a constabulary in his him

planet Axxila"Improper use of the word working - "Dengar was a cunning working known to have

been in operation even before the days"Use of we has the - "Characterized by a calm demeanor

that swiftly charms people, we has the complete opposite"Shmi Skywalker starts out female and



then becomes male - "he played a vital role in raising and taking care of his son"Too many words

that say nothing - "This caused a lot of criticism from unions who did not want to wrath of the Empire

unleashed"Use of supported instead of supporter - "He was a vocal supported of the Sith Lord,

Senator Palpatine"Talking about Ackbar's death subject changes to we instead of he - "At 29 ABY,

we died of old age"The biggest crime that this book commits however is the use of the hyphen to

break up words for space purposes. Words can be broken up into pieces to save space (and for

other reasons), if it's done appropriately. Incorrectly placed hyphens make the author look ignorant

and it's hard to take their writing seriously. In the case of this book, the hyphens also make the

writing choppy and harder to read. I would love to locate the keyboard that the author used to write

this book and remove the hyphen from it all together. I've read thousands of books in my lifetime

and I've NEVER seen a book with so many incorrectly placed hyphens in my life.Since the author

seems unversed in how to divide words at the end of a line, here are the basic rules:~Only divide

words between syllables, not in random places~Never divide one syllable words~Never divide

proper nouns~Never divide proper adjectivesCharacter names shouldn't be hyphenated, and this

book hyphenates the name Palpatine on multiple occasions, and even hyphenates it in multiple

ways including: Palpa-tine's; Pal-patine's; Pal-patine; and Palpa-tine. Skywalker is also hyphenated

as Sky-walker. There are dozens of words hyphenated in the book which is just weird when you try

to read it. Examples: offi-cers; starpi-lot; ma-jordomo; un-derground; just to name a few, and there

are dozens more.When you get past the poor writing and hyphenated words, there is some basic,

Wikipedia type knowledge in this book about Star Wars characters. It suffers from a lack of pictures

and poor writing skills on behalf of the author. I wouldn't recommend this book unless you have a lot

of patience.

I like Star Wars, I even watch Rebels, and my children are grown. I showed this encyclopedia to my

friend. I'm an aficionado, he's a nut. Example, he's 46, and still has Star Wars bed sheets. I guess

his wife loves him. I told him about the eBook, he grabbed my laptop, and said "If IG-88 isn't in here,

it's not complete!" He began to respect the author, because IG-88 was in there. If Chris can respect

the author, he deserves 6 not just 5 stars.

Every character I can say should be spot on and has to be felt deeply and with the emotions they

feel in the background. I do have minor concerns about a certain confrontation but we'll see what

happens.This book gives a very crucial element of all Star Wars stories, an element of fun and

adventure, making it worth the pain it was for me to give it a full read.



It has some of the characters, but really, misses most of the characters from A New Hope, The

Empire Strikes Back and Return of the Jedi. It concentrates on the pre-quels.

I can never have too much Star Wars stuff. From 12 years old to current I'm a huge Star Wars fan

and this book is a great reference for characters from the franchise.

does not offer much additional information than the Ultimate Star Wars Encyclopedia.it did not

satisfy me because I had already read the Ultimate Star Wars Encyclopedia which had a lot more

information. this product only added about two things I did not already know about the Star Wars

Universe.

What a rip off. No pictures. Just a brief description of each character. I could get more information

out of any of a dozen books. SAVE YOUR MONEY.

Not a fan of Star Wars, but my kids are, so I find this book very interesting and enjoyable because

mainly I can relate to my kids every time we're watching it on TV. Now, I am very much aware and

fully know the characters of this remarkable movie by George Lucas.
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